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Wireless sensor networks are composed of small entities with limited memory, computation and communication capabilities. These entities role is to detect process and
transmit information. Therefore, they are considered as embedded systems. Wireless
sensor networks are deployed in many hostile environments and face many security
issues. Sensor nodes are also resource-constrained. To achieve security in wireless
sensor networks, many key management (distribution and share) schemes have been
proposed. In this paper we aim to study these key distribution schemes and implement
one of them (BROSK) and look at its behaviour in terms of energy consumption and
the construction of shared keys using a wireless sensor network simulator (WSNet).
Keywords: wireless sensor networks, embedded systems, key pre-distribution
schemes, WSNet.

1

Introduction

Distributed sensor networks are deployed in many fields and applications (environment, military sensing and tracking, environment monitoring, patient monitoring and
tracking, smart environments, etc... ). Sensors are randomly spread over the terrain under
security [24]. To secure these networks from threats [7] (eavesdropping, message injection,
message modification, message replay, impersonation DOS, etc...) [11, 25, 26], symmetric
cryptography is used. Its more adequate for WSN with low powered sensors [3, 20, 22].
Key distribution is a serious problem in wireless sensor networks conception [12]. Its done
before the nodes deployment; nodes construct the network using their secret keys after
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they are deployed: when they reach their targets [16]. Many key pre-distribution schemes
have been proposed [2, 4, 15, 17, 23, 24]. In this paper, the operation of one of these
schemes (BROSK) is studied by implementing and simulating it, using a wireless sensor
network simulator (WSNet). BROSK (BROadcast Session Key) is based on constructing
session keys between communicating nodes. Results obtained are exploited to evaluate its
functionalities.

2

Related works

Wireless sensor networks are composed of sensors with small sizes, low power and
cost deployed in a space to monitor the environment. Thus, security is very important
when WSN are deployed in hostile environment. Sensitive data have to be protected to
ensure authenticity, confidentiality and integrity. Resources constraint is the principle
WSN limitation [12].
Notation

• A, B: Communicating nodes.

• BS: Base Station

• IDA , IDB : Identifiers (Names) of nodes A and B.

• NA , NB : Nonces of nodes A and B (generated randomly by nodes A and B).

• M AC(K, M ): Message Authentication Code of data M created by key K.

• M 1|M 2: Concatenation of data M 1 and M 2.

• A → B : nodeAunicastsamessagetonodeB.

• KAB : shared key between A and B.
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• Kenc : encryption key.

• Kmac : MAC key.

Different key pre-distribution schemes were proposed. Echenauer and Gligor proposed
a random key pre distribution scheme in [16], this scheme is based on a probabilistic
key sharing among nodes of a random graph [11, 15]. It consists of three phases: key
pre-distribution, shared key discovery and path key establishment. Before deployment,
every node selects a subset of keys from a large size key pool and stores them in its
memory [13, 14]. The key discovery process is done to exchange information with a node
neighbours after deployment. If two neighbour nodes share one or more common keys in
their memory, they can establish a secure communication link between them. The path key
establishment process is done when two communicating nodes need to communicate with
an intermediate node.
Zhu et al. introduced in [23] a Localised Encryption and Authentication Protocol
(LEAP).The authors of this scheme support the idea that a unique key pre- distribution
mechanism cant guarantee secure communications in wireless sensors networks. Thats
why they propose the establishment of four types of keys: individual key shared between
the node and the base station, group key used by the base station to encrypt its communications with WSN nodes, cluster key shared by a node and all its neighbours and pairwise
key shared by a node and its immediate neighbours.
Perring et al. proposed in [2] SPINS (Security Protocols for Sensor Networks). This
scheme is presented as a set of sub-protocols. The set is composed of two protocols:
SNEP and TESLA. The first one provides confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and data
freshness however the second offers authenticity when transmitting data [6].
SNEP [17, 26] describes basic primitives providing confidentiality and authenticity
between two communicating nodes. It uses a shared counter. Every text block is
encrypted with a counter using a block cipher in counter mode algorithm. The receiver/sender increments the counter after each block [2]. Theses counters offer an
order and freshness to data. The secured message exchanged between A and B is:
A → B : E(Kenc, C) + M, M AC(Kmac , (M |E(Kenc , C) + M ))
The second sub-protocol ν TESLA (ν Timed Efficient Streaming Loss tolerant Authentication Protocol) -which ensures authenticated transmissions- consists of several phases:
sender set up, broadcasting authenticated packets, bootstrap a new receiver, authenticating
broadcast packets and nodes broadcast authenticated data.
In the first step, the sender node generates a sequence of m keys by randomly selecting the
last key Km and applying a one way function to generate the remaining keys of the chain.
The second step is to broadcast authenticated packets, in every time interval, the sender
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uses a key from the chain to compute the MAC of the packets to send in this interval. The
sender reveals the key after a delay of d intervals after the end of the interval.
For the bootstrapping of a new receiver phase, one receiver having the authenticated value
of Kj can easily authenticate a Kj+1 by verifying Kj = F (Kj+1 ). Every receiver node
must have an authenticated key from the key chain. The receiver broadcasts a nonce in
the message to send to the sender, which replies with a message containing the following
components: Ts : the current time of the sender, Ki : a key in the one way key chain, Ti :
starting time, Tint : duration of time interval, and δ: disclosure delay.
A → B : NA
B → A : (TS |Ki |Ti |Tint |δ), M AC(KBA , NA |TS |Ki |Ti |Tint |δ)
The sender has to be sure that the packet has been sent by an authenticated sender
and by an adversary (authenticating broadcast packets). This is achieved through loose
synchronization of the sender and receiver. If the packet is legal, the receiver stores it; if
it is spoofed, it is dropped. Once the receiver verifies the key, it authenticates the packets
with the key and replaces that new key with the key it already has.
Blundo et al. [8] suggested the P DKD protocol (Perfectly-Secure Key Distribution for
Dynamic Conferences). In a set of n user, the protocol permits to a sub-set of t users to
establish a group key resisting to coalition of d = n − t users. In other words, even if
d users collect the information they have, they cant discover the key [14]. SNAKE [6] is
another protocol proposed for the establishment of session keys. A node A issues a request
to node B. Node B will reply with a message as a challenge to node A which receives
the message, authenticate it and resends it to A. its a mutual challenge and authentication
procedure. Nodes A and B will use KAB as their shared session key:
1. A → B : request|NA ;
K master key shared by all the nodes
2. B → A : M = (IDB |IDA |NA |NB )|M AC(K, M );
3. A → B : IDA |NB |M AC(K, IDA |NB );
4. KAB = M AC(NA |NB );
Blom et al. proposed in [14, 21]the matrix based scheme. In this scheme [14], two
matrices G and D are constructed by the base station [24]. It then computes a matrix A:
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G = (λ + 1) + n
D = (λ + 1) + (λ + 1)
A = (D.G)T
λ is the threshold provided to compromise the secret
G is considered as public information so every node (even an adversary) can have an idea
on what it contains while D is considered as private information and must not be revealed.
Keys used by pairs of nodes are:
K = (D.G)T .G
A pair of nodes (i, j) will use Kij , (line i and column j of K). K is a symmetric
matrix (Kij = Kji ) therefore if node i knows line i of K and j knows column j they have
a common key.

3 BROadcast Session Key Negotiating Protocol
In protocol BROSK, session keys are constructed between nodes. Every node can
broadcast a key negotiation message to its neighbours [4, 6, 26]. The establishment of the
shared keys is done before the network deployment so that communication between nodes
sharing keys is secure and authenticated.
The message sent by a node A is as follow:
IDA |NA |M AC(K, IDA |NA )
Another node B will broadcast the same message
IDB |NB |M AC(K, IDB |NB )
The shared key is obtained by generating the MAC of the two nonces by one node (A
or B):

KAB = M AC(K, NA |NB )
The Method Authentication Code (MAC) is used to ensure authentication of the
transmitted message and a nonce is unique for every node, its a random character chain
generated by one node. Nodes then will use these shared keys to secure the exchanged
messages.
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Simulation (WSNet)

To implement BROSK, a wireless sensor network simulator (WSNet) is used. Its a
simulator that has been developed in CITI laboratory of INSA Lyon. WSNet is a modular
event-driven wireless network simulator [1, 9]. Several blocks define the functionalities
of the nodes and the radio medium. WSNet is based on modules that are either provided
by the simulator or by users [19]. To simulate the protocol BROSK, we have used some
modules provided by the simulator and developed other modules. To set a simulation,
WSNet uses an XML file that sets the wireless sensor network parameters. The parameters
used in our simulations are flexible as we will make many tests with different values of the
parameters.
First of all, we have defined the network topology; nodes are randomly deployed in a
square area of 400x400m. Then, the simulation duration also vary with tests. For the
propagation model we have chosen the range model which means that a signal broadcasted
by a node wont be abated since it didnt exceed the range value. The range is a ray
surrounding the node; so it communicates with nodes being in this disk, these nodes are
named neighbours.
Tests are done with different values of the parameters to permit the evaluation of the
scheme. First, we use different values of the network size and of the range. Then, we
focus on the results concerning the number of constructed keys, the number of a node
neighbours and the number of isolated nodes, simulation time, consumed energy and the
remaining energy per node.

5 Simulation results
The first test concerns the number of constructed keys in function of the size of the
network. These tests were done with different values of the range. Recalling that the
range is the ray that surrounds the node and that presents the transmission scope of one
node. Nodes existing in this disc can communicate with the previous node and are called
neighbours.
When the range is 20m, we can note that the number of shared keys is growing with the
size of the network, so it depends on the size of the network. Our tests include also the
number of one node neighbours [10] which is increasing when the number of nodes of
the network achieves 400. The number of isolated keys will decrease in the same way
to achieve 0, which means that the network is completely connected. We can see that
the number of the shared keys is twice what should be. In fact, in the optimal case, if n
is the number of nodes in the network and d the number of one node mean number of
neighbours, the mean number of the shared keys is nxd whereas in our case, the number
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Figure 5.1: Number of constructed keys=f(net size)

Figure 5.2: Number of mean neighbours =f(net size)

of shared keys is 2nxd + ². This fact means that, when Tx is the sent messages and Rx is
the received messages, one Rx was sent for every received broadcast. So, the number of
created keys is not optimal and corresponds to the creation of all the possible keys in the
network. The only solution to decrease this number is to pre-organize the network via an
auto- set phase.
In our tests, we have also focused on the attitude of the network with the energy
representing a critical point. The consumed energy curve has an increasing shape while
the remaining energy curve is decreasing which is totally ordinary, because the activity of
the node consumes energy. But, this value doesnt achieve 80 percent of the total energy of
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Figure 5.3: Number of isolated nodes =f(net size)

Figure 5.4: Simulation time=f(net size)

the battery. So, we can say that the construction of the shared keys doesnt consume all the
energy of the node which permits to lengthen the duration separating two updates of one
node. We note also that the simulation time (time to construct a shared key) is growing
with the number of the network nodes.
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Figure 5.5: Consumed energy=f(net size)

Figure 5.6: Remaining energy=f(net size)

6

Conclusion and future works

We have presented BROSK (BROadcast Session Key), a pre distribution scheme. We
simulated it with a wireless sensor network simulator (WSNet) and tested its reactions
in different conditions. Results of tests show that one of the characteristics of BROSK
is its dependency on the network size and on the range value which represents one node
transmission scope. In fact, the number of isolated keys is 10 for a network of 200 nodes
and a range of 30m, it decreases to zero when the network size is 600. We can note also
that the mean number of one node neighbours is increasing with the value of the range,
one node communicates with 1, 2 or 3 neighbours for a network with a range of 10m. The
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number of isolated key varies between 94.5percent and 0.47 percent because actually, by
increasing the number of nodes in the same space, the number of isolated keys decreases
and one node communicates with more than one neighbour.
We notice also that the energy consumption is widely dependent on the size and the range
of the network. The explanation of such results is that one node consumes energy when it
communicates also by raising the number of the network nodes, the energy consumption
will rise. On the other hand, the energy consumption decreases when the range value
is minimal but it doesnt achieve a low value and the battery doesnt exhaust. Then,
it respects the sensors constraints (energy, memory size, etc) which increase network
life duration. Our perspective for the future works is to integrate in WSNet new performance estimation functionalities so we could evaluate other characteristics of a protocol.
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